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Learn from Industry-Trainer
Rahul Dass

Industry-Ready Digital
Marketing Course

Ace the Digital
World with the Most
Practical Industry
Ready Digital
Marketing Course! 

GRYFFINDORACADEMY.COM

500+  Graduates
101% Success Rate
Lifetime Support



WHY DIGITAL MARKETING?
Digital Marketing is an obvious pathway to make massive
money. Whether you're a student, a job aspirant, a
professional, a business owner, or an ambitious dreamer,
Digital Marketing will pave a way for you to make your
dreams turn into reality.

BENEFITS OF LEARNING
DIGITAL MARKETING
Today, hundreds of thousands of businesses engage in digital
marketing, as they find it easier—and more cost-effective—to
reach a large number of people this way. People spend more time
online, businesses are trying to reach potential buyers through
digital channels. After all, marketers need to go where the people
are. 

If you want to make the switch and diversify your marketing
strategy, you probably want to understand the benefits of digital
marketing. 

Increase Customer Loyalty with
Frequent Communications 

Target the Right Audience using
Appropriate Marketing Tactics

Generate a Consistent Lead
Pipeline

Gain Brand Credibility Quickly
and Sustainably

Immensely Improved Conversion
Rates

Trackable, Measurable, and
Costeffective Results
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DIGITAL
MARKETING



ABOUT US

MISSION
Imparting skill-based digital marketing training to
people enabling them to be self-employed or get
placed in top organizations and kickstart their career. 

WHO WE ARE?
GRYFFINDOR - Digital Marketing Academy and Agency, is one
of the very few Digital Marketing Institutes that provide "100%
Practical Digital Marketing" training in India. It’s a young
organization that aims to bridge the huge gap that exists
between the industry’s digital training needs and the availability
of trained talent by offering hands-on training programs and
certifications.

VISION
With the exposure to the most recent technologies and tools, we
want to help the students to move a step ahead in digital
marketing with our next generation curriculum and teaching
methods.

WHY US?
"We never believe in boasting, we let our work speak!" 
While others are motivated by heavy pockets but we at
Gryffindor always choose excellency and our records explain the
same glorious story. We don't just train #GRYFFINDORIANS we
take them as responsibility and organize regular doubt clearing
and mentoring sessions.
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FEATURES OF OUR INDUSTRY
READY DIGITAL MARKETING
COURSE

We offer the most practical Digital Marketing
Course! If your goal is to become a successful
Digital Marketer, Gryffindor Academy is dedicated
to help you to make it happen with its awesome
trainers with 5+ years of industry experience and a
new-age practical digital marketing curriculum. 

GRYFFINDORACADEMY.COM

COURSE DURATION:       12 Weeks/25+ hours 

CLASS SCHEDULE:         Weekends (Sat-Sun)                                            
*practicals/back-up classes on weekdays

Master the newest skills, work on live website
projects, and advance your profession by practicing
paid tools like ahref, Semrush, Grammarly Premium,
WooRank, Alexa, UberSuggest, etc. for free! 

Get Certified

Tool Based Learning

Get Experience From Experienced

Our curriculum is built after great research and suggestions from the
people already working in the field of Digital Marketing. Get certified
from Gryffindor Academy to an an edge to your CV.

Get exposed to 10+ Premium Tools like Ahref, Semrush, Alexa,
Uber Suggest, etc which are used by industry experts and Digital
Marketing agencies to speed up your learning and output.

Our teachers who have been in Digital Marketing Industry for more
than 5 years mentor students one-to-one regularly and clear their
doubts. Our Digital Marketing Course is one of the most practical
ones among the others available in the market.



INDUSTRY READY COURSE

COURSE CONTENT

Website Designing
On-Page & Off-Page SEO
Technical SEO
Website Optimization
Local SEO Webmaster
Voice Search Optimization
Google Analytics
Google Search Console
Google My Business
Influencer Marketing
Business Strategy analysis
Youtube Marketing & Monetization
Twitter/Quora/Reddit marketing
Lead generation 
Facebook Ads & Organic Marketing
Instagram Ads & Organic Marketing
Ads Optimization Strategies
LinkedIn Ads & Organic Marketing
LinkedIn Growth Hacks
Content Marketing
Email Marketing
Google Ads & PPC
Website & Competitor Analysis
Affiliate Marketing
10 Strategies to Make Money with Digital Marketing
Hidden Bonus
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ADDITIONALS

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Certificate of Completion
Live Projects of Web Designing, SEO & SMM
Work on Live Website
Real-Time Problem Solving
Less Theory, More Practical
Growth Hacking
Facebook Funnel
2 Month Internship
Job Orientated Curriculum
Webinar with Marketing Mentors
Competitions and Prizes
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ADDITIONALS

PERKS AND BENEFITS

GRYFFINDORACADEMY.COM

Training on Paid Tools 
Hands-on Training on Paid Premium tools like
Ahref, Semrush, Alexa, Uber Suggest etc. for free is
our digital marketing course's prominent feature.

Content Library 
We provide you e-books written by our instructors
totally free of cost. Link to the class recordings are
provided too.

Weekly Assignments
Our course is designed to give you the best practical
training and for that, after each module your
knowledge is tested and evaluated.

24/7 Instructor Support  
Apart from class timings, you can message your trainer
any time in case you have doubts regarding any topic. 

Case Studies
Get Business Know-how, growth hacks, and organic
strategies. Learn in-depth knowledge about the
marketing strategies used by Big Brands.

Free Internships 
Students love us because we focus on practical skills
for better understanding and we make them work on
live projects and provide internship opportunities. 
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WHAT MAKES US SPECIAL?

WHY YOU SHOULD
CONSIDER GRYFFINDOR'S
DIGITAL MARKETING
COURSE?

GRYFFINDORACADEMY.COM

“We at Gryffindor Academy believe in empowering
students to monetize their skills right after completing
our Digital Marketing course and start their Digital
Marketing career.” 

Gryffindor Academy is one of the most trusted Digital
Marketing Academy among Gen-Z in India that provides not
only a digital marketing course but also modules on Web
Designing, Organic Growth Hacks, Sales Funnel, Training
on Paid SEO Tools like ahref, semrush, UberSuggest, etc
and many more advanced modules are also included in the
course itself, all this at more than half the price of our
competitors. We at Gryffindor Academy aim to spread the
knowledge and power of digital marketing to our students.
With exposure to the most recent technologies and tools,
we want to help the students to move a step ahead in digital
marketing with our next-generation curriculum and teaching
methods.



WHAT MAKES US SPECIAL?

YOU WON'T THINK
OF THESE
STATEMENTS AGAIN,
IT'S OUR PROMISE!

GRYFFINDORACADEMY.COM

I took a digital marketing course but I don't have any
practical knowledge because they focussed on
theory.
I never got a mentor who can consistently guide me.
Never got practical training on paid SEO tools like
ahref, Semrush, Woorank, Ubersuggest, Alexa, etc.
The previous instructor/institute never guided me
regarding getting a job in Digital Marketing Domain.
They never taught us Interview Cracking Tips &
Tricks.
No practicals on backlinking, Content Marketing,
Web Designing, etc.
I think I wasted my money on the digital marketing
course.



GET EXPERIENCE FROM THE EXPERIENCED!

LEARN FROM THE EXPERT
HIMSELF!

RAHUL DASS
(Industrial Trainer)
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Rahul Dass, who is a very renowned and
experienced Digital Marketer and has
been in the Digital Marketing industry for
more than 5 years! His creative +
Analytical Skills will definitely help you
excel in Digital marketing and no doubt
will make you capable enough to
monetize your skills right after the
completion of Digital Marketing Course. 

Are you ready to skyrocket your Digital
Marketing Career?



FREE STRUCTURE

COURSE FEE:

SURPRISE GIFTS AWAIT
YOU!

₹5,000/-
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ENROLL NOW!

*Inclusive of GST


